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The Prophet of Landfall, Panel 2 | Illustration by TheMinttu for The Prophet of Landfall

Interview with
Leamon Tuttle

Would you like to join the Tel Mora staff in TES
lore discussion? Visit us at The Dreamsleeve
Facebook group!
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Want to contribute to

The Tel Mora Independent?

We here at The Tel Mora Independent Press strive
to deliver the best and most recent additions to
the collective Elder Scrolls community and its
works.
Do you have some art to share? A narrative, essay
or poem to publish? Cosplay? Music?
Send your entries to
telmoraindependent@gmail.com
or visit
telmoraindependent.net/submit-your-apocrypha

Image courtesy of Zenimax Online Studios, via Twitter

Art Policy:

The Tel Mora Independent Press always makes the utmost effort to ensure that the
rights of artists are respected and taken seriously. All pieces used in The Tel Mora
Independent Press are used by express permission of the artist unless the artist
cannot be reached. In all cases, the artist will be noted along with the title of the piece
and the site it came from. The name of the artist will be hyperlinked, as well.
If an artist cannot be found, it will be noted on page 2 that the source is unknown.
If your work is featured and uncredited in an issue of The Tel Mora Independent Press,
please send us an email at telmoraindependent@gmail.com for either appropriate
credit, exchange, or removal of the work

Cover art: “Xivkyn” | Image by Mavrosh, DeviantArt
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Apocrypha on the Web
Every issue we share the best
recent submissions available on
our website. Some are humorous,
some frightening. Some are
myths, some are narratives.
Some are long and some are
short. It is these works that we
honor here in the hopes that they
will not be ignored.
To view these works in their
entirety, visit telmoraindependent.
net or click the titles to visit them
directly.

must be complete, and while it
is helpful, and often expedites
the reanimation process, to
assemble the bones in the
correct order, it is not required.”

Imperial Philomath:
Volume 1, Issue 1
Zack Root
and contributors
The first in what we hope to be
a long line of Tamriel-based
scholarly journals, The Imperial
Philomath gathers educational
papers written in-universe
as both a form of apocryphal
exploration and as an incharacter learning endeavor. In
this issue, there are 12 papers,
compiled for easy reading in
an attractive and professional
format.

Additional Skills
Required for
the Successful
Necromancer
Sergius Leviticus
“In this volume, the first of
many one hopes, we shall deal
with skeletal minions, as they
are most common, and require
the least actual magic to raise.
As my brethren have attested
to in the past, the skeleton

“Necromancer with a Death Hawk”
Illustration by DreadJim, DeviantArt

The Selectives Lorecast
takes a long hard look at
lore from as many angles as
possible. Seldom do episodes
extend beyond an hour and a
half.

Recent Episodes

Click on the screenshots
below to view the
corresponding episodes.

To see more, visit the
Memospore youtube
channel or RottenDeadite
on Twitch.tv!

Photo courtesy of RottenDeadite

Every two weeks, (usually)
the Selectives convene on
RottenDeadite’s Twitch channel
to stream an episode of The
Selectives Lorecast: A Casual
Elder Scrolls Podcast.
In every episode, a group
of some of the best lore
afficionados in the community
discuss aspects of Elder Scrolls
lore.

Episode 41:
Reachmen

This week, the Selectives
discuss the Reachmen,
their culture, origins, and
associations.

Episode 40:
Direnni and Falmer

Continuing their thread on
“miscellaneous Mer,” the
Selectives discuss the Direnni
and Falmer, including AdaMantia and some heresies
surrounding Snow-Throat.

Episode 39:
Ayleids and LeftHanded Elves

The Selectives begin their
attempt at discussing the
cultural aspects of the nonplayable Mer races.
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Editorial

C 0 D A

and the veracity of canon
Edmund Rees-Thomas
Contributing Writer

A lot of people, to this day,
still argue about C0DA, and
whether or not it should be considered “canon”. There is debate
about whether or not the “canon
wars” are over, and what constitutes canon, and, in some cases,
whether or not canon is even a
thing.
My response to those people? Stop being silly and actually stop to think about it. C0DA
introduced explicitly, as far as I
am aware, the concept of subjective lore within the Elder
Scrolls franchise, for the first
time.
That was its purpose. The
tale it told was just the sugary
coating over the sweet nougat
of that freedom. Subjective lore
changes the game, completely, in such a way that canon, or
what most people would view
as canon, becomes irrelevant.
That, I believe, is where most
of the distaste for C0DA stems
from - the seeming attack on
canon that it has sparked. But
those who view C0DA as an attack on canon are wrong. No,
don’t light your torches and grab
your pitchforks just yet, hear me
out.
C0DA isn’t about removing
canon, it’s about the freedom to
choose our own canon based on
the actions we have taken within
our playthroughs, and the conclusions we have come to when
researching the vast library of
lore that is The Elder Scrolls.

Now, many will say that subjective lore is a bad thing, that
the only true lore is what comes
from Bethesda. There is a mindset that only in game sources
are relevant, and thus, C0DA is
little more than fan fiction.
In a way, it is fan fiction. But it
is also so much more. Bethesda
themselves have implemented
plot tools to allow for everyone’s
different versions of events to
be considered canon. Dragon
Breaks, anyone?
Daggerfall is a prime example of how Bethesda, recognising that each player will have
made different choices, and thus
come to a different conclusion
of the story, has done everything
within its power to make those
choices valid.
In a series of games that are
intentionally left so open-ended, what else can be considered valid, aside from the idea of
subjective lore?
Why would Bethesda allow
you such freedom of choice,
only to then turn around and say
“No, actually, what you did was
wrong?”
They wouldn’t, and they don’t.
Bethesda goes out of their way
to legitimise everybody’s individual playthrough, and C0DA is
simply another tool in that playbook, created by one of the most
well respected ex-developers of
The Elder Scrolls out there, one
who still has a hand in the Elder
Scrolls pot, if not in a major role.
Sure, there is the official
timeline of events, but that is
a guide, in this writer’s humble

opinion, not gospel. As I have
pointed out, even within the official timeline, there are times
when Bethesda
themselves
have allowed for variations in
the specifics.
Now, don’t get me wrong.
I’m not actually a fan of C0DA.
I think the tale told within is excessively convoluted and intellectualised, filled with some of
the most obscure lore, and extrapolations of said lore, that I
have ever seen, but then, that’s
what Michael Kirkbride is known
for, often praised for, so what
else can we expect?
But then again, that’s the entire point. C0DA is how Kirkbride
views the future of HIS Elder
Scrolls. And yet, he’s not saying
that is what will happen. He’s
saying that is what will happen
for him.
His version of the future is
not possible within MY version
of The Elder Scrolls universe because in my version, Vivec is still
being subjected to horrible torture by the Nerevarine, trapped
for all time within a grand soul
gem, as payback for his betrayal.
The only one of the Tribunal
to escape that fate was Sotha
Sil, and only because Almalexia
got to him before the Nerevarine
did.
Dagoth Ur also suffered the
same fate. I have no lore to
backup this version of events,
save how I played my character in the Morrowind game. My
Nerevarine, filled with memories
of Nerevar’s death, was some-
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any clue what they’re talking
about? We don’t, but because it
comes from an in-game source,
it is accepted. That’s just daft. I
heard rumours on the street the
General Gaddafi was a transexual. I didn’t accept that blindly,
because, as we all know, rumour
is often wildly exaggerated.
Sure, I can accept that maybe the Nerevarine thought about
going to Akavir, maybe even
planned the trip, but rumour
alone does not constitute fact.
Yet we are free to choose whether or not we view these rumours
as fact, because lore is subjective. I don’t feel that my Nerevarine will have gone to Akavir.
She will have stayed in Morrowind, to help rebuild the nation into what it was before the
false gods ascended. She will
have torn her own house down
to the ground for their blindness,
and rebuilt it how it should have
been. What does she care of the
snake men?
She has her own problems,
her own people to care for. But
I don’t preach that as fact, nor
do I lambast those who’s Nere-

varine DID go to Akavir. Because
everyone has their own Elder
Scrolls universe to inhabit, and
what happens in yours is just as
valid as what happens in mine.
You see what I’m getting at
here?
So what does it all come
down to? How do we decide
what’s right and what’s wrong?
Let me rephrase that. How do
we decide what is canon and
what is not? Well, that’s exactly
it. What you want to be canon, is
canon, for you.
If you only want to use
Bethesda’s lore to create your
own version of The Elder Scrolls,
then you are free to do so. If
you want to accept what Kirkbride portrayed as the future of
The Elder Scrolls, then you are
free to do so. If you want flying Choo-Choo trains instead
of dragons, then you are free to
do that too, though I’m not sure
why you would.
That is the purpose of C0DA,
and its beauty.

Editorial

what cracked, and only fulfilled
her destiny because it got her
close to those she felt driven to
claim vengeance upon.
My version is just as valid as
yours, or Kirkbride’s, or Bethesda’s, because lore is subjective
and it is individual to each person, each playthrough.
That is the beauty of C0DA,
that is its true purpose. To show
each and every one of you that
what you make happen, actually
happened. It wasn’t nullified or
retconned by Bethesda, or even
if it was, that’s their version, not
yours, so who cares?
Let’s look at it from the other
side. It is widely accepted that
after the events of Morrowind,
the Nerevarine went to Akavir
(Don’t even get me started on
whether or not that’s possible).
Where does this information
come from? Rumours. Rumours
spoken in passing by NPCs
on the streets of the cities and
towns of Cyrodiil in Oblivion.
Yet the lore community largely
views it as fact.
How do we know that these
peasants and merchants have
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On Khajiiti Phenotypes
A cultural analysis
Alvin Mento
Beastfolk Ethnologist
Imperial City Library

has something to do with cer- a Sabre Cat, although his fur
tain tonal frequencies which was orange and black with
only Khajiit can tune into.I magnificent stripes, the likes
can recall one fine example of which I had never seen beof Khajiiti discourse, in which fore.
(Both Giants and Sabre
two Khajiit of differing phenotypes got into an argument Cats may be easily found in
after a few intense rounds of Skyrim, although I’m not sure
ach phenotype (or some sort of Khajiiti gam- one would want to.)
Furstock, as the Khajiit bling game. The first gambler
The Pahmar-raht, who
call them) of the Khajiiti was an Alfiq, who looked and was known to the village as
species seems to be able sounded to me like that of a Ku’Garr, was roaring from
to fluently understand each common Imperial house-cat, across the gambling table for
other phenotype’s body lan- although his fur was quite what seemed to be the result
guage with ease,
of a humiliating
and thus each may
loss at the hands
speak with any
of Rizzoar, the
other without havswift-witted Alfiq
ing to utter a singambler who had
gle word, or mews
grown quite used
in such cases as
to jealous accusations.
the smaller Alfiq,
Ku’Garr let out
which
strikingly resembles the
a truly fearsome
common Imperial
roar that alerted
house-cat in both
the attention of all
physical appearthe Khajiit in vilance as well as its
lage, whose ears
cute yet hypnotiznow pointed diing tone.
rectly at him.
Another thing
Now that the
I’ve
learned,
focus was purely on him, he also
thanks to some of
chose to let loose
the more talkative
an angry rant disubjects
which
rected at Rizzoar
just so happened
the Alfiq, which
to know Cyrodilic,
thankfully was in
is that they can
Cyrodilic.
also
understand
“Ja’Kha’jay: Khajiit Forms Chart” | Illustration courtesy of LyhliTheLuminescent, DeviantArt
Luckily, I had a
and translate the
mews and roars of one an- fluffy and glossy - something pen and notepad with me at
other with ease, regardless of you don’t often see in Cyrodil. the time and was able to rephenotype.
The second gambler was a cord his entire outburst.
“You vile, sneaking rat!
I still can not quite fathom Pahmar-raht phenotype, who
how this works, but I believe it resembled both a Giant and How dare you say that you are

Chapter X:
Basic Khajiiti
Linguistics

E
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ears, to an expression that you
might expect to find on that of
a caring mother.
Ku’Garr now seemed to be
not only calm and docile, but
also guilty for having had just
roared at Rizzoar with angry accusations of cheating
him. After this moment of bewildering confusion, Ku’Garr
spoke once more in Cyrodilic
and I tuned in with my pen in
hand once again.
“Forgive this one, Rizzoar,
for accusing you of something
that Ku’Garr has no proof of
you doing. Thank you for letting this one know that you
didn’t cheat and reminding
Ku’Garr that we are friends.
Khajiit promises to come back
with treats next time this one
is back from hunting, and next
time we play Nine-Full-Moons
Ku’Garr will even pay for your
first round to show you that
there’s no hard feelings.
“Thank you for playing with
this one, Rizzoar, and may your
road lead you to warm sands.”
I could not understand the
words spoken by Rizzoar the
Alfiq, but I have a feeling that
it wasn’t what he said that was
important in this particular
circumstance. It is my belief
that Alfiq are not only capable

of understanding and speaking to other Khajiit through
hidden frequencies when they
mew, but are also capable of
performing magic spells at the
same time.
Perhaps their mews are
far more advanced than our
Beastfolk Biologists in Cyrodil
had previously thought.
Further studies into this
matter must be done if we
are to fully understand the remarkably diverse Khajiiti species.
However, I have noticed
that most Khajiit that can
speak with their voice choose
to speak Cyrodilic more often
than not, and I imagine they
do this for the sake of convenience as well as to further fit
in with other Beastfolk such as
the Argonians and the Orsimer
who have also adapted to
Cyrodilic society, despite their
unique and barbaric characteristics.

“Khajiit” | Illustration courtesy of misi-chan, DeviantArt
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playing a just game when you
won with Nine-Full-Moons,
not once, not twice, but three
times in a row!
“By Clan Mother Ahnissi,
this one swears right here and
now that Ku’Garr will strike
you down to restore the glory
that I know is this one’s!
“You will not live to see another moon, for trying to cheat
and disgrace Ku’garr in front
of this one’s moon-blessed
people!”
If I hadn’t remembered that
it was an Alfiq sitting across
from the Pahmar-raht and not
a common house-cat, I would
have thought him to be moments from death, but sure
enough Rizzoar responded
with true beauty and grace, as
one would expect to find from
such a beautiful and awe-inspiring Alfiq.
Rizzoar lifted his tiny paw
and spoke a mew that was the
most delicate, and dare I say
it cute, sound that I have ever
heard upon this otherwise
chaotic Nirn.
As soon as the heavenly mew was spoken I saw
Ku’Garr’s facial expression
change from menacing and
angry, with exposed sabre
teeth and backwards facing
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A chat with the

Loremaster:
Leamon Tuttle
Andrew Watson
Editor-in-chief

LT: I’ve spent my entire career
on The Elder Scrolls. I began as a
QA Tester at ZOS in 2010, moved
In the whirlwind of The Elder to content development in 2013,
Scrolls’ 25th anniversary, Zeni- and eventually made my way to
max Online Studios crowned a the writing team a couple years
new Grand Poobah and caretaker later.
of the lore we all know and love.
We had the opportunity to
TM: As the new Loremaster,
send questions in to Loremaster how closely did you work with your
Leamon Tuttle. While we weren’t predecessor Lawrence Schick?
able to have a live conversation,
LT: I had the good fortune to
we did drum up a set of 13 ques- work with Lawrence a lot. I was a
tions for Tuttle to answer, which huge fan of White Plume Mounhe did in gracious fashion. Some tain as a kid, so when I found out
of these questions were uninten- he wrote that, I totally geeked out.
tional repeats of the questions (We’ve actually had a lot of tableasked by the staff of the UESP, top giants working here over the
and so some answers are similar. years: Zeb Cook, Bill Slavicsek,
and Ed Stark to name a few.)
Tel Mora: So, to start off, what
I made a point of picking Lawrence’s brain whenever possible.
can you tell us about yourself?
As you know, he’s a very sharp guy,
Leamon Tuttle:
Wow! Open-ended. Okay. I and even in the rare cases when
guess the highlights are that I’m he couldn’t recall some obscure
a lifelong gamer, enthusiastic lore tidbit instantaneously, he was
game developer, and father of two able to come up with something
amazing kids. I love comic books, solid very quickly. He was always
tabletop roleplaying, philosophy, direct with me, which I really valued. Most importantly, he was a
film, music, and hiking.
Other Tuttle trivia: I’m very great riffing partner. Brainstormgood at Jenga, I can eat a virtually ing with Lawrence was always a
limitless amount of deviled eggs, fruitful exercise. I think we came
and I’ve never been bitten by a up with a lot of great stuff together.
rattlesnake.
TM: How long have you been
involved with The Elder Scrolls
and its development?

TM: Was The Elder Scrolls
something you were interested
in prior to joining the Zenimax

team? Any anecdotes you’d like to
share?
LT: I’ve played The Elder
Scrolls titles since way back in ’94
with Arena. My family didn’t own
a computer at the time, so I used
to spend hours in my buddy Ben’s
basement playing on his machine. Our character’s name was
Raktan—an unruly Wood Elf who
routinely got in fights with guards
for no good reason. I’ve played
all the major titles since—spending an absurd amount of time on
Morrowind, Oblivion, and Skyrim.
As for trivia, I’ve played a Wood
Elf archer in every core TES title
except The Elder Scrolls Online,
where my main is an Orc Nightblade. Ironically, Wood Elves and
Orcs are not my favorite races. I’m
a huge fan of Argonians!
TM: How involved are you with
the TES community at large?
LT: I’ve lurked on the TESLore
subreddit for years at this point,
and routinely poke around on
UESP and the Imperial Library. I
also try to interact with fans over
Twitter as much as possible. I’ve
been lucky enough to speak with
some of our community luminaries personally, which is very cool.
I largely kept to myself during
my early years in the industry, but
getting onto Twitter and speaking
directly with the fans has turned
out to be really rewarding. The
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In both cases, the lore was pretty
sparse. That allowed us to really
lean into certain themes and create a setting from the ground up.
In the case of Clockwork City,
the lore was voluminous, but
light on specifics. Players never got the opportunity to interact
with Sotha Sil, and his emphasis
on seclusion made getting the
straight dope about him pretty
TM: How much is your work tough. So, that granted us a lot
influenced by the community?
of flexibility when developing his
LT: I think it’s always wise to personal world-view. We wanted
keep the community’s desires in to make sure we maintained his
mind. Having our finger on the air of mystery, because once you
pulse of what the fans are pas- explain a thing you kind of remove
sionate about puts us in a much its teeth, you know? But getting
better position to provide them to explore what a SI-worshipping
with the content they really want. society would look like, what it
There are a ton of brilliant con- would value, and how its dogmas
tent-creators out in the communi- might conflict with Seht’s personty, writing some fascinating stuff. al beliefs was probably the most
While we don’t make a practice of interesting part.
including community-generated
content in the game, we certainly
enjoy some of it, and might provide space in official lore to keep
the accuracy of the community
member’s work an open question.
During the ESO Live broadcast I participated in a while back,
I mentioned how cool it is to see
people making connections and
developing theories based on the
lore we generate. Most of the time,
I’m taken completely by surprise.
That interplay is really refreshing
and drives all of us to try to make
even more exciting lore.
TM: You’ve written most famously for Clockwork City, Murkmire, and were the writing lead on
(the currently unreleased as of
print date) Elsweyr, what sorts of
gaps in the lore have you found
that needed filling in those subjects?
LT: Well, to begin with, our
Lead Writer, Bill Slavicsek, led the
writing effort on Elsweyr. As for
Clockwork City and Murkmire, the
world was really our playground.

In terms of Murkmire, again,
Argonian lore was pretty lean. It
felt like most of what we knew
about Argonians came from the
Morrowind slave narrative. So, I
was very invested in the idea that
we should tell an authentically Argonian story that had nothing to
do with Dark Elves. The biggest
theme we wanted to drive home
is that Argonians are not primitive--they just live in a fundamentally different way. In America, we have a tendency to view
the Argonian lifestyle through a
very western lens. Prior to Murkmire, I think most people equated
mud huts, fish bones, and snake
skins with primitive squalor and
instinctually believed that the ancient Xanmeer architecture was
superior. We really wanted to flip
that assumption on its head and
depict a people who live a deliber-

Photo courtesy of Leamon Tuttle
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TES community is one of the most
genuinely welcoming and enthusiastic groups I’ve ever been a
part of. I’m always amazed by the
quality of the fan art, writing, and
cosplay generated by our players,
and their dedication to The Elder
Scrolls and its lore consistently reinforces my own love for the
franchise.
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ately simple life that’s superior to
western-style modernity in a lot
of respects.
TM: If you had free reign to
write on a single TES subject, entirely uninhibited, what would it
be?
LT: That’s a tough one. Before Murkmire, I would have said
Argonians, but there are a bunch
of different topics I’d love to play
with. I’d really like to explore
Yokuda in more detail—specifically sword-singing, and the
warring states/Kurosawa movie
aspects of its history. I’d like to
spend some more time on Pelinal
Whitestrake. Writing more about
the adventures of Topal the Pilot would be pretty great too. (I
should tell you that we don’t have
any plans relating to these topics,
currently. Maybe one day, though!)
TM: What influences outside
of TES have found their way into
your work?
LT: Nerd alert! I was a History
and Philosophy major in college,
so most of my ideas come from
that. I spent a lot of time studying
existential philosophy (particularly Nietzsche and Kierkegaard) and
ancient philosophy (Socrates, Aristotle, the Stoics, and Laozi). As
far as History goes, it was a lot of
the same stuff: ancient Greece,
the Romans, East Asian, and also
US history. All of it’s useful in one
way or another. I’m a firm believer in the idea that understanding
the world we actually live in helps
create authentic fictional worlds.
TM: In his farewell letter, Lawrence Schick mentioned how “the
lore is yours.” Do you have anything you’d like to add or amend
to that sentiment?
LT: I think it’s spot-on. Even
as the Loremaster, my personal
interpretations of the lore are not
authoritative. It’s our job to pro-

vide multiple, conflicting perspectives and encourage people in
the community to draw their own
conclusions. How you choose to
connect those dots (or not connect them) is entirely up to you.
All creative enterprises—
books, movies, games, etc—
should ideally serve as jumping
off points for the next great idea.
When you lock an idea in amber
and insist that it remain exactly
the same, and that it conform to
your personal preferences, you’re
basically strangling it to death.
The Elder Scrolls belong to everyone, and as long as we provide
inspiration for your creative expression and fan-debates, I’d say
we’re doing the job well.

topic. I’m a Loremaster, after all!
I’m joking, of course. I’m looking at our in-studio book collection right now, and it contains
nearly five-thousand entries. The
idea that anyone could keep that
all in their head is bananas.
I think I struggle most with
the basic timeline and which minor events preceded other minor
events. I was a History major, but
I always struggled with dates.
Remembering historical lines of
succession isn’t super easy. That
said, I have a lot of great resources I can refer to to refresh my
memory. Keeping all the Dwarven
names straight is no picnic, either!

TM: Any final thoughts or feelings you’d like to share, anything
you’d like to put on the record, any
shoutouts you want to make?
LT: I just want to say “thank
you” to all the fans who welcomed
me into the role. Following Lawrence is like going on stage after
Hendrix or something, you know?
People could have balked and
shouted and insisted I would never be able to match Lawrence’s
contribution to the franchise, but
they didn’t. They were gracious
and enthusiastic and I’ll be forevTM: What are your thoughts er grateful for that.
I love The Elder Scrolls, and
on the fan interaction that Schick
participated in in his roleplay in- the fact that I get to be a part of
terviews, and do you think that’s this legacy is a huge honor. I realsomething you’d like to revive at ly hope we can keep churning out
some point? How would that work lore that’s worthy of the community’s passion and dedication.
if you did?
Thanks, and see you in TamLT: Yeah, I personally loved
the Loremaster’s Archive, and I’d riel!
be happy to start it up again. We
Thank you so much for entermight not provide something exactly like it, but I’m in the process taining our questions, Leamon!
of discussing alternatives with We really appreciate all the work
the Community team.
you do, and eagerly await the undoubtedly fantastic things you’ll
TM: What areas of the lore bring to Elder Scrolls Online in
would you consider your knowl- coming years!
edge the weakest, if any?
LT: I possess perfect, encyclopedic knowledge of every TES

“

How you
choose to
connect those
dots (or not
connect them)
is entirely up to
you.

”
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LaJaveyon Saunders
Contributing Writer
The man made his way to the
obsidian gravestone overlooking
the Bitter Sea, and even further,
the Padomaic; the sun was just
now beginning its long return to
the Heavens so that the night may
begin, but the moons had already
arrived, and their silver & maroon
faces played games with the light
behind the clouds in such a way
that the horizon was painted a
collage of orange and purple. The
man was a wanderer, the last traveler of a fleeting wind that would
soon never return to this world; he
was also dead & invisible to the
living, but could still feel and hear
and smell as if he were alive, and
could not quite remember exactly
how and when he died or where
he came from. He was a ghost, in
more ways than one.
As the soft grass crunched underneath his feet, the light making
every blade glare like green embers, he felt himself begin to drift
away piece by piece. The sleevesong echoed in his ears like the
beautiful wailing of a siren alone
at sea, trying to lure him away to
an existence he knew not if he deserved; but he fought against it,
knowing that if he did not commit
himself to this task, then what he
was would always be what he is.
“Hey there,” the man said as he
gazed downwards at the gravestone. Sand, dirt, and dust had
fused themselves to parts of the
weathered material that had been

cracked and scarred, and the vase
at its base held a single, decayed
rose; clearly no one had been to
visit in a very long time. “I guess
it’s kind of taboo, to visit your own
grave.”
A cutting breeze lifted his cloak
and made him shiver; for the thousandth time, he longed to curse
the being that made him what he
was now, but knew that if he did
all of this would be for naught and
he would never find peace in this
world or the next.
“I never guessed someone
would bury me. In a place like this,
I mean. It’s too beautiful for a person like me…for the man I was. I
see that no one has brought you
flowers or cleaned your marker for
some time, me. I would say that
maybe people forgot, but I wouldn’t
be surprised if they simply thought
it wasn’t worth the trip.”
He bent down and began to
scrape the crud that decorated the
face of his gravestone, an uneasy
task. The best he could do was reveal the end of the eulogy etched
into the glass – ‘…may he finally
find the road he’s been searching
for…’ The man frowned and picked
himself back up, flinging away the
grime that had covered his fingers.
“Yes. I’ve found it alright,” he
whispered, before reaching into
one of the many pouches in his
cloak and retrieved a cigar. Perhaps it was because he was dead,
but whenever he had the ‘compulsion’ to smoke he could always
find a cigar in his pouch; not even
the spirit-world could take away
that habit of his, it seemed. With

a gentle snap of his fingers he lit
the tobacco and inhaled deeply. “I
never thought I would, but now that
I’ve left the question it’s like the
answer has been there all along.”
The man blew a smoke-ring at
the gravestone, an expression of
sorrow and disdain written across
his face. “I’m going to stand here,
mate, and I’m going to tell you
what we both need to know. Because if I don’t…well, I’ll still be you
and you’ll still be me. How we are
and what are will never end.”
The gravestone was, of course,
silent. For it was a stone after all,
buried deep into the expanse of
dirt that bore this world, and it
knew nothing outside of it. But the
man cared little for that kind of talk,
and he sat down on an old rotted
stump of a species that tried too
damn hard to not be left behind,
their roots curled up together like
a dragon’s tail.
“Don’t look at me like that. I
tried, didn’t I? We all did, at some
point or another. But I guess you
should tell you about that conversation we had with him. That
part of us, always gnawing at the
back of our mind. But we killed him
eventually, at least I’d like to think
so. What would you call it then?
To hear the screams of a soul that
has already departed looping in
the back of your head?.”
No answer, as always. The man
knelt, his head brushing the cool
mineral of the grave, and as he began to recite his memory, the world
prayed.
⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱⚱
“I knew you’d find me eventu-
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ally,” the shadow remarked as the
traveler approached him with his
sword drawn; he brushed some
moon dust off of his Velothi moonsuit as the man stopped in front
of him a good two and a half feet
away. A respectable distance. A
dangerous distance. “Everyone
always does. You’ve been a long
way from home, kindred spirit.”
Wearing a reinforced fiber-silk
cloak over his armor due to the violent sandstorms down south, the
newcomer’s face was obscured
by his featureless helmet, and that
both damned him and comforted
him all the same. “Never understood why you made statements
like that. You know I’ve been traveling.”
“Oh? And where did you go?”
“Everywhere,” the man answered flatly as he sat down beside the shadow, and the latter being the old mer that he was, made
minimal effort to make enough
room for the two of them. They
sat in silence as they observed the
end of all things, two specks of life
in the overwhelming sea of rotted
red and purple that were the dunes
of this finale. “Had to kill myself
in order to leave in the first place,
the best part of me anyways, but

coming back was no easy chore,
I’ll assure you. That salt-merchant
made it look too damn easy.”
The newcomer subconsciously
stared at at his armored hands, the
gauntlets covering up the scarred
and wounded flesh that lies beneath them, and the old mer could
nothing but follow his gaze.
“So…are we – are you whole
again?”
“I think you already know the
answer to that question,” the man
said quietly, tightening his grip on
the hilt of his sword. “We sung a lot
of songs. Told a lot of stories, you
and I. But it’s about time for the
last one.”
The old mer raised an eyebrow, not expecting that sort of
response, but nods his head all
the same. Reaching into his Velothi robes he retrieves an elaborate narghile, which he begins to
fill with perfumed herbs and the
crushed cream borne of the shaggy beasts of their lost land, which
still flickered like a torch occasionally from the depths of the sea.
The man blinked.
“You still smoke?”
“Aye.”
“I don’t remember you doing
that, or I think I remember you

stopped. At least in my version of
this tale. Was…was that always
there?”
The old mer shrugged, unwrapping his face scarves before
indulging himself, and exhaling
smoke in the shape of letterless
words and meaningless interpretations.
“You tell me, kid. This is…how
would you say it? Your party.”
The two stare into the heart of
Secunda in the distance from their
seat on the dune-cliff, its blue surface glinting at them almost lazily.
If there was a wind, they were sure
it’d been blowing. And honestly,
that would have felt kind of nice.
“Did you go see the cats?” the
old mer asked as he puffed out
more smoke, making images of
things that could’ve been. “And the
others, while you were at it?”
“Of course I went to see them.
I went everywhere, didn’t I?” The
man grabs chunk of ebony from
the god-skin surrounding them,
using it as a temporarily whetstone for his blade. “They were
surprisingly understanding, as per
the usual.”
“Ha, I remember that. I remember them too. Haven’t seen any of
them in a long time though. Re-
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territory on this moon at one point
many, many years ago?” the man
wondered aloud suddenly, causing
the old mer to tilt his head. “Back
before the Dragon Broke themselves for good this time I mean;
I tend to forget how hard it is to
track all the possibilities.”
“No one remembers that, and
no one cares I think.”
“That can’t be right. Well, what
about the ice cream trade? We
were rather good at it, and it definitely tasted delicious.”
“Some found that funny, yes.
That’s about all.”
“Funny? Huh,” the man thought,
inhaling more from the smokepump and lying back into the sand.
“At least tell me you remember
their name. No, I mean our name.
Ideas may past, but names last
forever.”
The old mer turned, his expression quizzical. “Should I? Or should
you, I mean? We were echoes,
weren’t we? And echoes wear never meant to be heard for long.”
“...oh.”
More
silence.
And then
a cough,
and gasp,
and suddenly the
old mer
was
in
the man’s
arms, and
the sand
grew a little more
red.
“Not
yet,” the
man whispered.
“There’s
more for
you. More
for us.”
“No.”
The
old

“‘Echmer: Siri of Sect Us” | Illustration by shonni-etta, DeviantArt

mer answered with such definite, the man felt his spirit coil up
within his soul. The universe was
growing darker, and the stars were
dwindling, but not much else was
cared for you aside for the touch
these two shared. That was all that
mattered. “We did what we must
do, and I did what I had to do. Now
you need to do what you were supposed to do. From the very start.”
“And what would that be? Everything is still so fuzzy, so unclear. It’s hard to hear the music
when you killed the band.”
The old mer pointed down
below, and the man followed his
gaze. Cogs, wheels, a few tracks
and energy that spun around on
an axis determined by the divines.
Caverns of darkness, melodies of
sweetness. And on top of it all, laid
land upon land still unexplored yet
very empty, their songs already
ended.
“Look what happened to our
world. She may seem okay to you
but she was ours to take care of a
long time ago. Believe me – I know
what she used to be like and this
sure as hell isn’t it. And us? We
are the ones to blame? We needed something to keep us going
despite all the pain and sadness
that surrounded us, and then we
abandoned it when we got hit with
more. For me? Well…have you ever
tried to put a broken piece of glass
back together? Even if the pieces
fit together you can never make it
the same way it was. But if you’re
smart you can still use the pieces
to make something just as beautiful, like a mosaic.”
“I was never good at repairing anything,” the man whispered
bluntly. “If it’s broken, it’s best left
broken. If you keep adding more
to a picture, you lose the original
focus of painting. And while that’s
art, no one will appreciate it.”
“I’m not asking you to fix it,” the
old mer said, to the surprise of them
both. “I’m asking you to move past
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member when I lived amongst the
cats for the longest time?”
“I don’t remember that. I think
you’re talking about me, elder.”
“Ah, sorry. I forget myself
sometimes. Distinguishing mind
from mind is getting harder…probably your fault actually.”
“Or maybe you just don’t want
to admit you’re getting old. I’m
getting rather old too.” The man
found himself frowning amidst
their common cause. “You’re right,
it is my fault.” He turns to stare at
the old mer, who nods while placing his narghile on the ground. The
man extends a hand.
“I’m sure you don’t, but do you
mind if I get a puff out of that?”
Silence. The two halves continue to watch Secunda in the distance, not really paying attention
to the time. Well, it wasn’t like that
concept still existed in this world.
And by that logic, that meant they
had all the time in it to do what
needed to be done.
“Didn’t our people have a large
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it. Son, that world broke just like
glass. And while some want you to
put it back together again, we both
know in our hearts that it won’t be
the same. But glass is glass. Using
those shards for something else,
it could be painful. Could be new.
Could be dangerous. But maybe
beautiful, all on its own, if given
time.”
The man closed the old mer’s
eyes, and stood up. Sheathing his
sword, he stared back at Secunda and scratched his head. “I hear
you elder, loud and clear.”
And as the young shadow left
that sinful grave behind, he let a
small but audible snicker from the
half-smile that took shelter on his
face. “But you didn’t have to be
such an asshole about it, I suppose.”
The man stared back at the sun
as it descended below the waves,
a symbol of his thoughts and this

world that he could smell rotting
from the inside out. He moved his
feet from the gravestone, no longer needing a rest. He would have
enough of that soon.
“Still nothing, you old weathered marker you?”
Still nothing, indeed. Irritating.
Sighing, the ghost of a man
stood back and flung the dead cigar into the bottomless sea, home
to all things that is and will be. “You
know, I hate myself. I always have,
and I always will. But this world,
this land, it was good to me from
the moment it was born and started crawling on its own. Fell down
a few times, but it got the legs to
stand on its own to feet eventually.
I just wish, that before it died, it got
the visitors that it deserved.”
A wave slammed into the
cliffside, spraying water into the
air. The man was find, if not annoyed, but the gravestone took it
well enough. Perhaps it needed

the bath that badly, or perhaps it
finally decided to give an answer,
because in the growing darkness
that was this sun’s last visit upon
this world, the man couldn’t help
but think that it was crying.
“Hmph,” the man emitted, and
then he smiled. A sad, forlorn
smile. “Yeah, me too, friend. Me
too. But as the ancients say...lucky
you, lucky us. Farewell, and rest
easy.”
Appreciating the sunset once
more, the man turned around and
made his way out of that wonderful, but now cold and lonely world,
it’s lyrics and fire dying down with
each step until there were no more
steps for him to take, and nothing but silence and darkness remained.

Magic for People With Little
Time on Their Hands
Drelyne Sarethi
Professor of the College of
Winterhold

Chapter Two: On
Conjuration
Conjuration, despite being
one of the most popular forms of
magic for study, is one of the most
reviled schools in Tamriel. This is
mostly in part to the inherent fear
of the Daedra and their associates
within most religions across the
continent. However, this fear,
at least in relation to the field of
Conjuration, is entirely unfounded,
as surprisingly little interaction

with Daedra takes place.
Conjuration Magic is defined
by the College of Winterhold as the
act of calling souls or entities to
the caster’s side through the use
of Magicka. As such, the blood
rituals and sacrifices used to
summon the Daedric Princes are,
strictly speaking, not Conjuration
Magic, although the processes
are related.
Typically, when performing
Conjuration Magic, the caster
will call a lesser Daedroth into
Mundus, whilst also subjugating
the entity to their will. These Lesser
Daedra consist of Incorporeal
Vestiges, shaped by the Conjurer

into animals or weapons and
non-sapient Daedra, such as
Clannfears, Hungers, Daedroths,
Hernes and Scamps, which are
controlled by the thoughts of the
Conjurer. All Conjuration Runic
Matrices feature the Daedric
Runes Oht (O), Moht (M) or Ayem
(A), signifying where the creature
is being summoned from.
The conjuring of the stronger,
sapient Daedra is reserved for
those much more well versed
in the art and is a much more
complicated
and
involved
process.
Part I: Lesser Daedra
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slightly differently to Corporeal
Lesser Daedra, due to their
different forms. While these
Daedra can be forced into the
shape of an animal such as a wolf
or bear by the Conjurer, it is far
more common for the Conjurer to
force the Vestige into the shape
of a weapon or piece of armour.
The shape of the conjured Vestige
is dictated by the Matrix. These
Vestiges can only be conjured for
a short period of time, but this is
often a non-issue, as they can be
conjured quickly and easily when
required, unlike Corporeal Daedra,
which take far longer to conjure.

“it’s killin’ their desire” | Illustration by kitty-snake, DeviantArt

Part II: Necromancy
While many would consider
Necromancy to be the most
abhorrent form of magic known
to the mortal races, its use is
actually allowed under the rules
of the College of Winterhold for
several reasons. One is that the
form of Necromancy taught by the
College does not involve the use
of the souls of the dead, instead
simply reanimating the corpses
of those deceased. After all, and
while I realise it
may sound rather
odd for a Dunmer
to be saying this,
given our culture of
ancestor worship,
the soul is not
the same as the
flesh and bone.
The second is that
one cannot be
prepared to combat
something without
understanding
it. Thus, we at
the College of
Winterhold cannot
ensure the safety
of the people of
Skyrim from those
that would use
Necromancy
to
harm them without

understanding
the
process.
The third and final reason is
that Necromancy, provided it is
not the sort that deals with the
manipulation of sentient souls,
is harmless to the user, despite
common belief.
The form of Necromancy
taught by the College of
Winterhold is much more akin to
the conjuring of Daedra. Rather
than call the soul of a dead
individual back from their eternal
rest, or binding souls to the mortal
realm, an Incorporeal Vestige is
conjured and bound to a corpse,
enabling it to be used in much
the same way as a Corporeal
Lesser Daedra. The binding of the
Vestige to the body does damage
it, however, and the raised being
will only last for a few minutes
before the body crumbles to dust
and the Vestige is forced back into
Oblivion. Stronger Vestiges will
survive within the body for longer,
but all will eventually turn to dust.
While certainly distasteful,
Necromancy is just like any other
form of Conjuration Magic –
harmless in itself, but dependent
on the desires of the user. Soulbased Necromancy, however, is
far more dangerous, and thus
illegal, as interfering with the
souls of others can damage one’s
own.
Part III: Intelligent Daedra
The conjuring of intelligent
daedra is, by its very nature, far
more dangerous than the other
forms described thus far. This is
because the mental connection
between summoned Daedra and
the Conjurer runs two ways, and
if the conjurer is not sufficiently
prepared, their mind can be
shattered, or worse, controlled by
the very being they summoned.
The most common form
of intelligent Daedra to be
summoned
are
Atronachs,
Daedra tied to elemental forces.
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As mentioned previously, most
Conjuration involves the calling
of a lesser Daedra to Mundus.
Typically, these Daedra are nonsapient, and thus easier for the
Conjurer to control through the
mental link established by the
Conjuration Runic Matrix used
to open the Gate. Most of these
Daedra have their own forms,
although some are incorporeal.
The Corporeal Lesser Daedra
are often used as guard animals
by their Conjurers, or as scouts.
They can be incredibly dangerous
but will not attack unless either
ordered to by their Conjurer, in
an act of self-defense, or if their
subjugation is broken by an outside
force. These creatures can only
be summoned for a few hours at a
time, except by the most powerful
of Conjurers, and the death of the
Conjurer will banish the creature
back to Oblivion. They are also
susceptible to spells designed to
Banish Daedra, which sever the
connection between Conjurer and
Daedroth, forcing them out of the
mortal realm.
Incorporeal Vestiges are used
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Typically, Flame, Frost and
Creatures summoned from the most Magicka and effort
Storm Atronachs are the most other parts of Mundus are to perform. This is both due to
common to be summoned, while a reasonably common form the incredible distance between
Earth, Flesh, Iron and Shadow of alternate conjuration, and Mundus and Aetherius, and the
Atronachs are also common. typically consist of wild animals, creature’s inherent resistance to
The summoning of one of these such as wolves and bears, or Magika’s effects due to their home
atronachs can be recognised nature spirits, like Nereids and being the source of it. The most
through the Matrix used to call Spriggans. Due to their mortal common creatures to be called
them to the mortal realm – all realm origins, these creatures from Aetherius are the Magical
Atronach Matrices bear the word have an inherent resistance to the Anomalies, and their larger
Atronach in Daedric Runes on the mental subjugation effects built cousins, the Magical Constructs,
outermost edge (ATRONACH), and into the Matrices for Conjuration. Abominations
and
Avatars.
are accompanied by a similar rune As such, they are generally Unfortunately, the field of Aetherial
detailing the elemental alignment considered to be too risky to Conjuration is understudied and
of the Daedra – F for Flame, S summon regularly, and tend to largely unresearched, so many of
for Frost, L for Storm, M for
the potential residents of
Flesh (Muscle), I for Iron, E
the realm remain unknown
for Earth, etc. While strictly
to us. All Aetherial Runic
speaking Flesh Atronachs
Matrices are marked with
are technically artificial
the Ayem (A) of Aetherius.
products of Necromancy,
With the dissolution of
they are rarely created
the school of Mysticism,
by mortals, rather being
and
the
subsequent
formed by the denizens of
recategorization of the
Oblivion.
spells it contained, the
However,
some
Soul Trap spells were
Conjurers
prefer
to
added to the repertoire
summon
the
Aligned
of
Conjuration.
This
Daedra – forms of Daedra
is because, like most
typically tied to one of the
Conjuration spells, they
Princes. Dremora, Winged
manipulate the soul – or at
Twilights, Aurorans and
least part of it. The soul is
Xivilai are common, as
divided into two parts – the
are Dark Seducers and
AE and the Animus. What is
Golden Saints. It is harder
captured and stored within
to recognise when one
Soul Gems is the Animus,
of these Daedra is being
the energy contained within
conjured, as the circles
the body at the moment of
used to do so are far
death. With White Souls,
less formulaic. They are,
the Animus and AE are
“Orc Necromancer” | Illustration courtesy of Entar0178, DeviantArt easily separated, but with
generally, far larger in size
and more complex than other be less useful than those from those of sentient beings, soMatrices, as the Conjurer has Oblivion and are most often used called Black Souls, the two halves
to temporarily break the bond by those with enough knowledge are more closely tied. As such,
between the Daedra and their of Conjuration to know how to the use of Soul Trap spells on
Prince in order to control them.
call the soul of a being to them, sentient beings is highly illegal,
but not enough knowledge to with the only crime under our laws
Part IV: Other Conjurings
penetrate the barriers to Oblivion. receiving a harsher punishment
While most Conjurers draw The Matrices for these forms of being the use of a Black Soul for
their forces from the Waters and Conjuration are all marked with a Enchanting, which condemns the
Planes of Oblivion, marking their Moht (M), as the point of origin for soul within to an eternity within
Runic Matrices with the Oht (O) these creatures is Mundus.
the Soul Cairn.
of Oblivion, some prefer to look
Aetherial Conjuration is by
elsewhere for their servants.
far the rarest form, as it requires
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BuckneyBos
Contributing Writer
Artifact: Stone carved relief
Origin: Unknown. Fabled
to have been unearthed 2E418
from Summerset, near the
Caomus River. Brought to the
Vaults
beneath
White-Gold
during the Septim Conquests.
Relinquished to the Mage’s Guild
in 3E359 by Pelageus IV in hope
for uncovering medicinal aids
for the infrastructure workers
engaged towards Gideon in the
Black Marsh region.
Measurements: 50 pertans
wide x 100 pertans tall
Description: Central figure of a
tower extending from base. Entire
upper half encircled by a stylized
solar eye. Within the eye is an
encircled drake, chest situated as
resting on the top level of the tower.
The drake’s arms are clawed, but
one holding a knife poised at it’s
own breast.
Standing on top of the drake’s
chest is what appears as a hand
held looking-glass. Along the
drake’s inner circle are prominent
totemic figures, holding weapons
also directed in aggression toward
the object atop the tower and
drake.
On the outer radial of the drake
are multitudes of lesser chimerical
figures, all killing, mating, and
mixing with each other. As each
couple clashed, out of their
meeting emerges more chimerical
forms from another ring, who
then engage and repeat another
emergence into another ring that
repeats to fill up the edges of the
solar eye.
The base of the tower show a
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Inner Excogitation on
the Curious Diren Stela
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lightning bolt shaped crack running
up its length. On inspection its
noticeably not incurred damage,
but apart of the original carving.
Closer examination reveals the
shape of the crack is also present
on the Drake’s chest, the heads of
the inner totemic figures, and even
on the inner oval of the lookingglass. The door to the tower, where
the Tower’s crack-bolt begins, is
represented by a larger version of
the same looking-glass symbol.
On each side of the base are 2
sets of 8 figures, with each their
own looking-glass held to their
chest, all kneeling in reverence to
the tower’s entrance.
Past scholarships: Sizable
records of study from Callus
Sardinius, Arvian Luffey, and Lessa
Cardonus… each focusing on
deciphering alchemical formulae
interpreted from the coupling of
the chimeric figure depictions.
Most notable are the successes
of Tarvis Rendil, who through
affiliation with a close friend,
had major breakthroughs that

aided him in the creation of his
Apparatus Table.
My inner commentary that
day... Would it be possible to say
that the creature branded Lorkhan
never really existed in the Dawn
at all? But rather resided inside
the Convening attendants until its
end? Only then manifested at the
first tick of the dragon’s coil…
Did they create the Void Ghost
as a scapegoat to bear their
shame as Auri-El’s Ethos bid them
to spit out something they all had
held, so it might be cast off across
the world? At such an Adament
suggestion, was it only then they
shed a face to blame, so they could
be free of guilt... and time only was
asserted linearly as to solidify its
separation?
What if that is why he’s
Missing? Because that Urge that
drove us to make a horizon to
rise over... once dwelled inside
us all? Did it leave an impression,
a wound-void, empty near our
centers?
Perhaps we remember, not
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wholly, but enough to project the
root of its desire, as a heart still
throbbing and counting the time
since... a secret temptation to
return to, or a key to the horrors
we wish to remove from our
awareness?
Git of Padhome... yet that
entity does not exist within the
context of this world really... all
encompassed by its slumber.
Totality for us has a name, and it’s
a singular tower… not truly twinned
in that way… mirrored only by the
impressions by the eyes outside
that dared observed its faults.. they
dwell not within, but their revealed
limitations of its structure created
a crack in the foundation… and a
static thing like a tower cannot
truly evolve, nearly fall
and crumble in the face
of lack... but leaving a
seductive
suggestion
that it could be rebuilt.
That it is where
Padhome
resides…
within each of the
scattered pieces… rooted
at the absolute center,
a lack of, a zero tearing
away what impressions
the name once held on to,
too tightly about itself…
the
not-even-there
drove separation… the
stride of fragmentation.
Division is a motion, only
becoming evident from
the space that enters
new distances between…
spaces where outside things can
come and find root here through,
but that’s another matter...
Yet all the dispersed fragments
carry the same croock at their axis.
New names just false coverings
obscuring the empty… As
Dispersion was fueled, so it gave
rise to an Urge. But it came not
from without… it rose from within…
to each and every fragment
given motion... and brought the
conspirators back together.

That Urge lead to combined
effort… effort that lead them to
a conclusion… a conclusion it
seemed most could not live with…
or adapt to... what truth did they
learn about themselves?
Many met this outcome with
concern or fear… fear lead to flight
response… and eyes broke on the
edge as flight returned them to
formless innocence.
Others denied it… held a
meeting to enforce their Adamant
assertion to the contrary…
assertations of preferred
selves... slave to former selfmeanings... Erecting a monument
to their exultations. But Few came
out with more than the others… but
all left the grounds with something

shrine came houses to hold it,
and yet even more walls to hide
behind… yet unbeknownst to all,
each new house still carrying a
shrine to the injury at its center…
the alter to which is the impression
of something that is Missing…
Ghosted and out of reach.
Yet we still see enough of it
from time to time to make us
wonder if it returned. A walking
nerve traversing in skin like ours,
towards an unknowable goal, only
visible when enough gathered
together in a place to be noticed.
Who is this Alter to Padhome?
Hunger? Trickster? Prophet?
Alchemist? Serpent? Fox? Scarab
born to die and rise again? All
these things or none? None can be
truly known, but yet a fiery
lost wisdom still lingers.
It must have been true
enough to shatter the All’s
internal reflection.
Remove your agency to
approach this tabernacle,
or risk its scorching. Walk
a way that pays no heed
for destination and you’ll
find it. Others can show
you the layered gates,
places where the Urge
passed through within
them…
Stride the philosophies
between, but that’s not
how you can breach
through the final veil
“The Wheel - Psijic Endeavor” without sinking… know
Illustration by Lattauri-El, DeviantArt your death resides in
Now Missing…
the shrine of the not-there…
That’s what we are… offshoots embrace the Missing at the foot
of the deniers who came out of the byproduct of the Not-Evenlesser…
There... and become purified into
Even the few who embraced its like.
it, too now saw its lack. But they
Only then so tuned to the
embraced that empty inside and Missing’s edges, you may find
emulated it… making themselves impressions that could reveal that
worlds of voids, crowned by their Urge there that once belonged…
desire to hold on to themselves…
Over the wound-touch of
- Ziah Dreth
Padhome, the Never-There, we
built shrines to obscure it. From
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Ethos Malevolent
Contributing Writer

Chapter III
Halfbred Hostilities
“Time. Time is an artificial
construct. An arbitrary system
based on the idea that events
occur in a linear direction at all
times. Always forward, never
back. Is the concept of time correct? Is time relevant?”
--Sheogorath
A garrison of Lower Niben
reservoir guards methodically
trudged its way out the muddy
swamp roads, though not so individually as it did so a group.
Atop the tallest white stallion the castle could prepare,
Commander Marius Caro II signalled a hammy smile. Named
for his uncle, Count Caro, he was
not nearly as sentimental towards his family members in the
post-Crisis economy. Watching
his third cousin drown in his own
horse’s manure under the weight
of his new armor with a slight
shake of the head and chuckle,
rinsed in the glow of tame delight. Why not? It was your standard run-of-the-mill Loredas,
after all. He trunced upon his sister’s helmet with a thick smack
of his truncheon, teasing her for
the untimely demise of her sibling before advancing up the line,
all clad in pristine white, emerald,
and gold-trimmed livery.
Those who did not complete
their training were too weak.
They didn’t have to deal with
the Oblivion Crisis the way the
current hierarchy did, and Nero

would make sure that they understood this, to full effect. Two
soldiers marched ahead of the
rest.
“You know why they never
call it negativism?”
“Pessimism sounds smarter,” the tall one who walked lowly
chided.
“Now this man has it,” the
stout man, who walked tall with
a dwarf’s beard, grunted.
“Hey, have any more of those
good arrows? Y’know,” a third
voice crawled, “the Black ones.”
“We haven’t shared a tent
in three weeks,” the stout one
lamented, “and I only got five
left.”
Rolling her eyes, shriveled
away to the better-groomed soldier, even if his face looked a bit
funny.
“Y’know, curvy ears don’t look
so bad on you,” she opened. He
had a quiver full of the good stuff.
“Sorry, ma’am, a man of different tastes, myself.” Cioran
picked up on things quickly. He
also lied a lot.
“Take after Pelin-al, huh?
Hrmgh. So, have you two attended any fantastical sword
duels lately? Polish thine holy
sheathed steel to a clean, white
strake?” Her tone was amicable
enough, as if she were searching
for something rather than actually teasing him. Even if her East
Elsweyr accent did crack every
few phrases.
She skipped closer to the
two, avoiding another troublesome sinkpool as the garrison
neared the Blackwood. Many casualties persisted around them,
not many meters away. These
grounds were east of the Niben,

and far from the familiar crooks
and boroughs of the Green Road
by the Western border of Cyrodiil - with goblins and trolls
fiendishly descending from the
steep hills every two minutes,
the collateral was perhaps to be
expected. S’rranja stifled a feline
gasp, suddenly realizing the true
motive of Commander Marius
recruiting her kind on this “glorious” march. Luckily, she didn’t
look much different from a fuzzy,
taller bosmer, herself.
Because in the lower Nibenese Basin of ald Cyrod, that alone
was enough to garner too much
attention.
Appearing only from a distance to be a typical woman,
S’rranja was quick and deft to
take advantage of the beratu-like
Breton’s low-hanging shoulder
gait. The Leyawiin Reserves were
no place for a clever daro such as
her. When you really stand out,
you learn to be agile. She needed
to be slick, sly, and evasive, especially when she had a prehensile
tail that anyone could pull from
behind, at any moment! As she
then did. Plucking three Black
Arrows with a rogue pinch of the
claws, the Ohmes-raht thief drew
them into the back of the ceremonial sari wrapping over the
hip of her cuirass. It matched the
usual accent livery, but had been
woven by her very own (haphazard) clan-mother, who had also
been the mother of her litter, at a
young age.
The Leyawiin reserve was no
place for such a clever daro as
her.
“You’re welcome,” Cioran
sighed passively, eyelids widening but tone deadpan, and clever,
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as always.
“You never use them anyway!” S’rranja pleaded as she
nocked her bow, killing two goblins on the loose.
The stout one gasped, cursing the ancestors in languages that widened his neighbors’
eyes.
Three goblins fell with each
and every swing of his silver
warhammer. S’rranja did not
know where he might have obtained such a beautifully embossed weapon, she only knew
how overprotective the stout
man had been of it. He’d boast
every day just once, around 3:00
or 4:00, how many hours he’d
spend the night prior in upkeep
of his weapons. He’d never specify which ones he spent his repair hammers on, but he always
glanced over to his wield when
he called it by name, ‘Winter.’
The sound always left his lips
in something of an affectionate
tone, though wrung out the dirty
rim of his bearded maw.
As S’rranja made her way up
the eastern ravine to find some
tactical overlook, Grímli stabbed
a rogue assailant, before she
could retreat, with his headpiece.
Horned helmet. Of course he’d
do that, she rolled her eyes, he’s

the only madman in the garrison
wearing that ridiculous thing.
Cioran did well plucking off the
rubbish with his strafing, and if
one got too close, a wisely produced touch spell would aid his
own style of fighting in battlemage gear - unarmed combatte.
He fired at them, diagonally covering the riverside advance. Apparently goblins were not worth
his sword. He killed them with a
look of scorn on his face, often
bracing to unsheath his weapon, but never doing so, preferring unarmed techniques and
backstreet close-quarter hexes
to finish the job. S’rranja felt her
party safe, and turned her head
forward to sprint. She secured
her way up the hill to scout their
defensive advance territory, a
circle of similar tents around a lit
campfire.
Grímli got the idea, and began pulverizing a path forward
so Cioran could guard their flank
up the way to Fisherman’s Rock.
After mincing the neck of the
fifteenth native with her trusty
knife, it gurgled strange and savage curses at them, and fell down
quite melodramatically, but they
reached the summit of the area.
From there, Grímli disembarked his external luggages and

set up his favorite pet, a wooden ballista prototype he believed
would actually somehow be useful in general warfare. Grímli was
a bad shot; everyone who made
it to fisherman’s rock knew it.
So when he finally turned back
from the setup, with a glint in
his eyes, he asked the skeptics
what the matter was. Cioran only
pointed to the center of the summit. There, they all found Mazoga, in her polished orcish armor,
pitched over the fire. “I think
she’s alive…”
A few young cadets began
raising the Leyawiin banner at
the rim of the rock. Whether to
insult the goblins or attract bandits, S’rranja really couldn’t tell
why. Then Grímli fired the ballista, roaring a cheer as he caused
uproarious destruction below. He
turned back to see who caught it,
but the crowd seemed busy with
the White Stallion officer, so he
grumbled, walking over to see
what the matter was.
Get her in a tent!” S’rranja implored, “Cioran, do you know any
spells?”
“None that would work on
an orsimer, I’m afraid.” Cioran
looked aside, bashful at the reality of his restorative studies. Unlike S’rranja, the large majority of
“Paleo Terra” | Illustration by DanilLovesFood, DeviantArt
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“Well, can’t you tell? I am but
another cat! I am... Khajiiti. “
“This one is not Cathay. Not
Suthay. Not Tojay… nor Cat! You
walk like Ja’khajiit, but you have
a dog’s long ears. The sugars
don’t affect your vixen eyes, not
like they would this hairless oaf
I’m tending. Tithe you the Huntsman?”
“Hunt is foul sport, but you
must believe what tricksters say.
I am Khajiiti, my robes are Elsweyri.” He opened his hands, full
of red orc remains, and glared in
disdain at the knight Srranja appeared to take care for.
This one may call your humble servant M’raj.”
“So strange,” she growled,
“You are not Khajiit, but you are
‘Khajiiti’. No, such is not true.
Your ears look so uncommon,
almost like a dog’s... But your
countenance is unmistakable,
familiar, and unrecognizable all
the same. So different…”
Finally
healed
Mazoga
rose, and waving to newfound
cat-people, she asked if she
could try from the hookah they
had been taking. Forbidden the
opportunity, she pondered for
a moment, stroking her hairless chin.. After an auspicious
pause of her doing this, staring
at the wall, the warrior again
faced them. She then asserted
her recent knighthood... “Alright,
I shall at least spare your lives,
for having healed me. Hopefully
there’s 18 left, between the two
of you. Care to join me? It’s time
to stomp some more goblins! I
think I saw a den of trolls near
Velond.” So, Stendarr-willing,
she abruptly took her things and
got out the tent. S’rranja looked
back to the strange monk, thankful for having helped her, but
abashed for not living up to his
expectations. Cyrodiil, especially
County Leyawiin, was on tumultuous political footing with the

her homeland in Eastern Elsweyr,
somewhere his robes told her
he’d been.
“Is it not unwise to perturb a
cat seeking privacy?” An ear and
eye cocked to the approaching
prey as M’raj woke from his concentration. Sitting half-lotus with
his fingers interlocked in a round
connection, portraying a void at
his center:
“I said before: ‘M’raj is no Cat.’
It may fool the others, who know
little of the beastfolk, but S’rranja
stalks the pretender. ...She likes
his ears.” The Khajiiti’s index and
thumb claw gently lapped his tall
ears.
“Suppose Ada is said with two
a’s. When M’raaj becomes a full
cat, his name shall sound longer, and he will be very grumpy,
for he shall have such short time
to live, and much long waiting to
ever return to eldwhere sands, if
he may even do so. And that little green lady, you’d best dispose
of her quickly. You must mean
well, but her kind would tear your
heart out. Some murder six year
olds, with smiles on their faces.
Many do many things, for many-named things.”
“Eld-where?” S’ranja asked in
the mew of a kitten, eyes bright
with mystery. She ignored what
appeared to be racism.
“Aaah,” the jackal purred,
flicking her ears with his flaming claw “So these ears haven’t
heard of temporal aridity?”
“I’ve only heard the scariest
monk-mews, Darkhajay, of there
once having been dragon-song
in Elsweyr…”
At this, M’raj-Dar exited the
conversation, and tent, with a
look of ardent disgust on his
face.
He was clearly no dragon.
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his healing spells were self-cast
only.
For once, Grímli would grunt
in fervent agreement with him nodding “Mgh. My potions don’t
work on orcs.”
From all this, the soldiers
still standing around the summit looked timid to the order of a
slithering cat.
One scout muttered, “Been
killing green things all day, furball!” but she was quickly pushed
out by a tall, stray Nord from the
back of the crowd to the flames.
It had been the ranking Imperial
officer of course, hit on the head
earlier, by Commander Marius. A
new, red scar ran over her nose,
the shape of her helmet brim...
Her cousin, the sadistic cavalier
he was, had been nowhere to be
seen. The mark he left had been,
however.
S’rranja angrily shook her
head at this, baffled by the behaviour and cowardice around
her, most painfully of her own
comrades. She and the unintroduced imperial dragged Mazoga
into the tent to meet a surprising new visitor already waiting
inside. He had been one of her
kind, or at least he looked like it.
Even though he sat with crossed
legs, she could see how hitched
they’d been. As if he were a robed
Ja’khajiit, scowling from under
dense robes while he had appeared to sift through the sugars.
Hopefully the menfolk wouldn’t
notice. Mazoga sure wouldn’t.
She never noticed anything. With
a sadistic chuckle, the blonde officer closed to tent flap and left,
likely for relay with headquarters,
and her abusive relative. She
hadn’t seemed to perceive him.
After a lonely hour of tending
to the burn wounds of a clawless knight, S’rranja decided to
inquire their silent guest of his
identity, and hopefully his mental
state afterward.
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Serpentwined
Contributing Writer and Artist
“The Mage is a Guardian
Constellation whose Season
is Rain’s Hand when magicka
was first used by men. His
Charges are the Apprentice,
the Golem [Atronach], and
the Ritual. Those born
under the Mage have more
magicka and talent for all
kinds of spellcasting, but are
often arrogant and absentminded.”―The Firmament
Those born in the season
of Rain’s Hand (April) 1st 30th
Soul color: Orange/Red
Temperament: Independent
and ingenuitive individuals
who are enthusiastic about
their pursuits. The Mage
brings forward thinking
energy to others’ lives with

exciting quirks and magnetic
personalities. This sign may
display brutal witticisms and
temper tantrums, but overall
they pull through to the
positive. It is important to note
that The Mage signs do not
like taking orders or asked to
wait.

a close eye on friends and
family. At times their blunt and
arrogant temperaments will
be of strange inspiration, but
display caution when arguing
with them. When amidst
defeat in a quarrel, they will
often become moody and
childish.

Abilities: Unlike The
Atronach’s deep reserves of
magicka, The Mage focuses
on learning and replenishing.
Though this is not as suitable
for conjuration, it is far better
in other schools of magic
that require less magicka to
cast on their own. The ability
to weave the threads of
Aetherius comes as naturally
as breathing, having many
under this sign question why it
isn’t so easy for others.
Friendships and Family:
The Mage may travel, they
may drift apart from their
own, but they will always keep

Success: They are gogetter, activists, gamblers,
and opportunists. They are
quick to jump into a task
and start moving the strings;
however, if whatever they are
focusing on does not appear
to be successful, the sign
will quickly lose interest.
They have a low tolerance for
boredom, and tend to become
temperamental when tasks do
not ‘go their way’.
Romance: There is no lack
of excitement, they are fast
paced but often short lived. A
partner that allows The Mage

All holiday information taken from The Elder Scrolls Wiki and UESP
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to have freedom is ideal, and
to be willing to go along with
whatever adventure they wish
to indulge next. Though their
energy can be exhausting for
some, it may be uplifting to
others.
Struggles: Admitting
failure is necessary to assess
the situation, advice is needed
to become more aware;
sometimes life is unfair and
others manipulate fates too
easily. These are all difficult
for The Mage to swallow,
the realization that they are
fallible, impatient, and selfdictating. Learning to pace
themselves, and become
patient will benefit their
progress in life greatly. Take at
least one page from the sload
in that regard.

“Peryite” | Illustration courtesy of epresvanilla, DeviantArt

Rain’s Hand Holidays
Rain’s Hand 1st: Gardtide
On Gardtide, the people of
Tamarilyn Point hold a festival
to honor Druagaa, the old
goddess of flowers. Worship
of the goddess is all but dead,
but the celebration is always a
great success.
Rain’s Hand 9th: Peryite’s
Summoning Day
In Daggerfall, this is the
Summoning Day for Peryite.
Rain’s Hand 13th: Day of the
Dead
The Day of the Dead is one of
the more peculiar holidays of
Daggerfall. The superstitious
say that the dead rise on this

holiday to wreak vengeance
on the living. It is a fact that
King Lysandus’ spectre began
its haunting on the Day of the
Dead, 3E 404.
Rain’s Hand 20th: Day of
Shame
All along the seaside of
Hammerfell, no one leaves their
houses on the Day of Shame. It
is said that the Crimson Ship,
a vessel filled with victims of
the Knahaten Plague who were
refused refuge hundreds of
years ago, will return on this
day.

Jester’s Day in the city of
provinceName, and pranks
are being set up from one end
of town to the other. It is as
if a spell has been cast over
the community, for even the
most taciturn and dignified
councilman might attempt to
play a joke on his relative. The
Thieves Guild finds particular
attention as everyone looks for
pickpockets in particular.

Rain’s Hand 28th: Jester’s Day
Be warned that today is
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A Letter from the Editor:

On 25 years of TES
Andrew Watson
Editor-in-chief
It’s been a wild ride, hasn’t it? A
score-and-five years ago in 1994,
The Elder Scrolls: Arena made its
way onto store shelves. In 1996,
we were given Daggerfall. In
2002, Morrowind. 2006 brought
us Oblivion, and 2011 gave us
Skyrim.
I had my introduction to the
series with Morrowind. There was
a feeling that came with playing
Morrowind that never quite went
away. I entered Tamriel and,
really, never came back. I imagine
the same is true for nearly any
fan of the series.
I recall how in late 2002,
a friend suggested that I pick
up this weird fantasy game,
“Morrowind.” I was skeptical at
first, but I found it at a Babbage’s
marked down as a used title.
Someone didn’t get their money’s
worth, evidently.
When I got home, I created
my first character, an Argonian
who liked using spears. I can’t
remember for the life of me what
his name was, but I do remember
wandering the Vvardenfellian
countryside, taking in the aweinspiring scope of it. No matter
where my feet led me, there was
something new to explore.
Over the next couple years, I

became virtually obsessed with
this game. I took an old notebook
and started writing down notes
- what magic items did I have?
What locations did I notice on the
map that came with the game?
I would wake up two hours
earlier than usual on school
days, just to spend more time
in Morrowind. Even to this
day, Jeremy Soule’s Nerevar
Rising makes my stomach do
anticipatory flips in excitement.
Skipping forward nearly two
decades, here I am, as entrenched
in Tamriel as I ever was. This is
a world that doesn’t quite leave
you. Or rather, you don’t leave it.
The only thing that has changed
now is that I no longer explore
- I’ve already explored it all, at
least until Elder Scrolls Online:
Elsweyr releases later this year.
These days I focus on the literary
aspects. As a teacher by trade, it is
these parts that now capture my
imagination - the lore, the stories,
the characters. I spend ungodly
amounts of time in lore groups,
simply reading or discussing the
lore. I write a little worldbuilding,
on occasion, and even moderate
the Elder Scrolls Lore subreddit.
The thing that strikes me,
having spent years discussing
the mundane and the esoteric
of Tamriel, is the actual utility
behind these discussions. Why

do we even bother with the lore
at all? While most will say that
enjoyment is its own reward, and
I agree, I think there’s a bit more
practical a nugget hidden in there.
In a single discussion on The
Elder Scrolls lore, it isn’t unheard
of to bob and weave through
discussions on psychology,
philosophy,
music
theory,
quantum physics, epistemology,
literary theory, genetics, sociology,
theology, and more all in the span
of a single conversation. There is
something for everyone here. And
what’s more, we get to discuss
these scholarly topics in an
isolated experiment room, honing
our skills and understandings of
a subject and its discourse. The
Elder Scrolls lore is an educational
playground. When all’s said and
done, all of us come away with
something new. As an educator, I
see nothing but good in this.
With that being said, this last
quarter-century has been simply
marvelous. You guys at Bethesda,
and you folks at Zenimax Online keep doing good work. Listen to
your fans, take risks, don’t be an
EA, and with some luck, perhaps
there’s another 25 years in store
for our favorite fantasy universe.
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The Tel Mora Independent Press is a publication
that thrives on the submissions, creativity, and artistry
of the Elder Scrolls community. Without our content
contributors, without submissions from writers new and
old, without the stunning artworks of the Elder Scrolls
fanbase, we would be unable to form much of anything, let
alone a literary journal of quality and caliber.

Misticsan of r/teslore commented last month regarding
Issue 9’s opinion article The
Gaps of the Historical Record
by Aramithius:
The first piece aboput [sic]
the “gaps of historical record”
raises a very good point about
the lore: it’s not just that the
narrators can be unreliable, but
we don’t even have all the narrators that exist in the setting.
Hi, Misticsan! You’re absolutely right, and this is something former Loremaster Lawrence Schick has mentioned a
time or two, that we don’t have
the ability to use a scientific
method with information when
that information doesn’t exist,
so “truth” is a rare thing indeed.
Thanks for your response!

Not everyone feels the need to contribute
creatively, and there is nothing wrong with that, which is
why we have this Correspondence section of The Tel Mora.
Readers of all sorts can use this space as a way
to interact with us and with our fair publication, be it with
questions, concerns, comments, arguments, or responses
to past issues.

On April 1st, we thought
we’d have a bit of fun playing
a prank on our readers, but
certainly didn’t expect the response we got!
Andrew, our editor-in-chief,
wrote what was supposed to
be a convincing and heartfelt-sounding announcement
that we were shuttering our
windows and closing our doors.
This is, of course, not the case.
What we didn’t expect was
for it to be as convincing as
many believed it to be. Here
are some responses from our
little April Fool’s joke, which we
pulled from r/teslore:
u/Lithlad_: Gotta admit, I am
really REALLY happy to see that
this was an april fool’s joke.
u/tryagainlatersr: Damn, you
got me. Keep up the good work
on the issues, I enjoy reading
them.
u/TheInducer: Damn, that
was clever. I did actually download all the issues, lol. ;)

“Anhaedra from The Elder Scrolls”
Illustration courtesy of psyjick, DeviantArt

Jason on Facebook said that
we made him cry with our joke,
and we felt really really bad
about it, so we promised we’d
mention him here. Sorry Jason!
Thank you for being so supportive of The Tel Mora!
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Tel Mora Correspondence

Because we are a communitycentered publication, we exist
because of the amazing work and
art of the Elder Scrolls community.
However, not all Elder Scrolls fans
are artists or writers, and so it is
with this thought in mind that we
encourage our readers to talk to
us.
Send us letters.
Respond to articles.
Ask us questions.
Offer suggestions.
Whenever we receive letters or
messages from our readers,
they are compiled and placed on
this final page of The Tel Mora
Independent Press, allowing
everyone in the Elder Scrolls
community to participate!
If you’ve got something to say, by
all means tell us!
Comment on our posts on
r/ teslore, r/elderscrolls, r/
elderscrollsonline or r/TrueSTL,
find us on Facebook, or send
Correspondence to
telmoraindependent@gmail.com!
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